“Social Media and Data are the oil of the future.”
Brian Krzanich
CEO - Intel
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THE OPPORTUNITY
Social Media is the voice of your customer but DO YOU HEAR IT at all?
DID YOU KNOW?

2017

2.46 BILLION SOCIAL MEDIA USERS

2021

3.02 BILLION SOCIAL MEDIA USERS

2030

4.27 BILLION SOCIAL MEDIA USERS
All of this content constitutes a rich stream of consumer insight, just waiting to be mined
and analyzed to become your business advantage.
ENGAGE WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS!
Turn this into your opportunity to:
•
Increase brand awareness
•
Grow market share, build loyalty
•
Reduce loss, maximize profit
•
Meet market needs, develop products that will sell

THE CHALLENGE
How can one process and analyze this large volume of data without getting lost in the noise? How could
these insights be shared across our organizations? How could we transform them to drive meaningful
customer experiences?
•
•
•

Do you want to get early warnings about the events which can affect your company?
Do you want to know what difficulties and opportunities you can expect in your business?
Do you want to be in charge of your enterprise’s future?

Use social media analytics as a proxy to understand the market via the voice of the crowd!

THE SOLUTION
Get speed and power to process millions of tweets and comments in minutes, deliver valuable
reports for decision making on demand using volume, sentiment, and predictive analytics.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor consumer sentiment in real-time and over time
Catch trending topics before they go viral
Identify problems before they blow up in a world where customers develop higher
expectations
Measure & Compare your company as well as overall results against defined benchmarks
Hear what consumers really want, in their own words
Respond to complaints in the moment, reducing churn and bad press
Deliver custom offers and promotions at the right times to drive sales
Use predictive analytics to anticipate future purchases, hedging strategies, trends, and offer
the right deal – be one step ahead

THE RESULTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop smart product strategies to meet dynamic needs
Test launch your strategies, get early feedback
Hit the right market, at the right time, with the right product
Grow your market share and presence
Build customer loyalty and improve retention
Deliver innovative products in less time
Perfect your go-to-market strategy
Get custom alerts and set up automated reports to stay on edge 24/7

If you don’t start to catch up with your competitors in Social Media Analytics you are going to
fall behind on increasingly competitive markets.

GETTING STARTED:
1. Do you have a good Social Strategy in place?  Many companies still have not realized the
importance of Social Media Analytics, and as such it is not a part of their marketing culture.
2. Do you have access to on demand Social Media Analytic Tools? This huge amount of content
cannot be efficiently analyzed by humans. It is easy to lose track of what is going on when you
follow all posts, blogs and news feeds on various, sometimes hidden channels and in many
different languages. Nearly all companies have social media channels, but they lack automated
social listening capabilities.
3. Have you found the best scheme to fit your budget? Even if companies realize the necessity of
possessing SM tools and expertise, they don’t have the money and/or human capital to build a
modern in-house social media analytics platform from scratch (background expertise, testing,
system development and configuration, and overall high cost).

PLAN

LISTEN

INTERPRET

ACT

WHAT WE OFFER:
SOCIAL MEDIA
ANALYTICS
EXPERTS &
CONSULTING

SOCIAL MEDIA
ANALYTICS
PLATFORM

KNOWLEDGE
TRANSFER
SUPPORT &
MAINTENANCE

USE OUR
EXPERIENCED SM
EXPERTS TO DEVELOP
THE APPROACH THAT
BEST FITS YOUR NEEDS

GAIN FULL ACCESS TO
OUR PLATFORM AND
TOOLS TO RETRIEVE
THE EXACT MARKET
INFORMATION YOU
NEED

BUILD YOUR OWN
SM TEAM, ACCESS
E-TRAINING AND
LEAVE THE SUPPORT &
MAINTENANCE WORK
TO US!

How the tools work
Our SMAP includes all of these components and much more!

Feed: Raw and diverse data feed

Content Ingestion Pipeline:
A way of structuring social media (or any
other text-based) data so it can be
analyzed
NLP Engine: Natural Language
Processing and Machine Learning

DataStore: Expandable data
warehouse to store enriched (and
increasing!) data
UI: A reporting platform for visualizing
results

Worried about GDPR? We also guarantee FULL SECURITY of your search and tag results and parameters,
query definitions, proprietary categorization criteria, and findings, as well as the ability to install our
platform behind your own firewalls!”

Social Media Analytics Platform

SMAP Architecture Overview
SMAP is built up from four main components:
•
•
•
•

Content Ingestion Pipeline, which standardizes and enriches the incoming social data stream
NLP engine, featuring Natural Language Processing and the Machine Learning engine
Data Warehouse, which stores the incoming processed data in a secure environment
The User Interface, which provides a smooth visualization of search results and reports

The Content Ingestion Pipeline
The Content Ingestion Pipeline (CIP) is responsible for pulling, filtering, transforming and analyzing raw
data from content sources. The CIP is dynamically configurable in regards of pull frequency, filtering rules,
throughput ratio, transformation rules and analysis settings. It is designed to connect to current social
media stream APIs (Twitter, Facebook, Socialgist news/blogs/forums/reviews), but is flexible enough to be
configurable to custom APIs and proprietary data sources.

The NLP Engine
Content analysis is carried out by a sophisticated Natural Language Processing (NLP) framework. The
NLP engine performs full syntactic and sentiment analysis, identifies and differentiates between relevant
entities, understands phrases and extracts sentiment values both for individual entities and documents as
a whole. The embedded NLP has more features than any other cloud API — and they’re all customizable.
The available  Categorization and Named Entity Extraction tools are available with industry-specific
vocabularies, and every aspect of the system can be tweaked to match your specifications.
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The Data Warehouse
The Data Warehouse (DWH) receives a flow of documents enriched with Natural Language Processing
(NLP) information. The DWH normalizes the structure of each document, and stores them in a Massively
Parallel Database (MPD). The database and the data are spread across multiple machines which fulfill user
queries in a distributed way. With this technology, the DWH requires relatively small-scale infrastructure.
It is designed to be scalable to accommodate future needs, as the volume of social data only ever grows over
time. The DWH provides a standard SQL interface for running user queries and connecting to existing
business intelligence systems. It is also packed with service and maintenance functionalities, such as:
reloading or deleting data, altering entity hierarchies and author information, altering report generation,
access rights management, query monitoring, etc.

The User Interface
Most self-service BI tools can be used to effortlessly visualize, report and distribute data and trends.
Although these BI tools can be very powerful, creating new reports and mining data requires significant
domain knowledge, and a deep understanding of the underlying data model.
To help with data mining, our SMAP offers an easy-to-use, UX-designed user interface that doesn’t require
its data scientist users to have special skills: data can be analyzed and drilled down through easy-to-use
timelines or pie-charts.

Knowledge transfer
Operating our Social Media Analytics platform is a complex task, which is why we have developed a
comprehensive “e-Learning” course to ensure a full knowledge transfer to our clients.

Supported input languages

Arabic (no Arabizi support)
Danish
Dutch
English
French
German
Hebrew
Indonesian (Bahasa Indonesia)

Italian
Japanese (no Romanji support)
Korean
Malay (Bahasa Melayu)
Mandarin (traditional)
Mandarin (simplified)
Norwegian
Polish

Portugese
Russian
Spanish
Singlish
(Singapore colloquial English)
Swedish
Turkish

Further language localization can be done upon request.

Predictive Analytics – Case Study
•

•

During the first few months of the  late 2000’s Great Recession, our team developed a mechanism to
predict consumer behavior by observing the amount of anxiety and stress expressed by social media
participants – thus labeling the metric “The Fear Index”
By monitoring Social Media dialogue, market researchers can obtain a 1-2 month advantage on the
standard economic indicators in predicting economic behavior.

Predictive Analytics – Case Study
•
•

•

To illustrate, US consumers experienced a very large peak in fear about the economy in March 2009,
which was even more severe than during the “panic” of October-November 2008.
The full effects of the anxiety experienced in late March were felt in April and May 2009. In April of
2009, retail sales declined to new multi-year lows, and in May of 2009 the US Savings Rate rose to levels
not seen since 1998.
Successful ongoing implementations of this methodology include predictive metrics on purchase intent,
as well as forecasting consumer attitudes regarding specific brand attributes such as quality, desirability
and brand affinity.
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